Normalization is an approach that transforms the genotype of one parent to be consistent with that of the other parent. It is a method for alleviating difficulties caused by redundant encodings in genetic algorithms. We show that normalization plays a role of reducing the search space to another one of less size. We provide insight into normalization through theoretical arguments, performance tests, and examination of fitness-distance correlations.
Introduction
In a genetic algorithm, solutions are encoded into chromosomes by an encoding scheme, and the chromosomes are handled by the genetic operators. A fitness function plays a role as a bridge that connects chromosomes and solutions in that it evaluates the qualities of solutions by decoding chromosomes. By the analogy with biology, chromosomes and solutions are called genotypes and phenotypes, respectively.
An encoding scheme determines the relation between genotype space and phenotype space. According to the relations between the two spaces, encoding schemes are classified into three classes. First, one phenotype is represented by one genotype. In this case, the genotype space is one of the minimal spaces that represent the phenotype space without any loss of information. This is in general considered as the most desirable [1] [2] . Representative examples are real-valued encodings in function optimization, function approximation, and so on [3] [4] .
Next, several phenotypes are represented by one genotype. Such an encoding scheme can be used to reduce the size of the search space by considering only the important parameters related to a problem. It seems to be suitable for hybrid genetic algorithms in which more important parameters are treated by the genetic process and less important ones are fine-tuned by local optimization methods. In most practical problems, however, various parameters are so intertwined that it is another difficult problem to select more important parameters [5] .
Finally, one phenotype is represented by several genotypes. Such encoding schemes are called redundant encodings. There are quite a few problems in which it is difficult to represent one phenotype by one genotype using traditional encoding schemes due to the characteristics of the problems. Redundant encodings are still being used in most of those problems.
There are two representative groups of problems belonging to the third class. One is the group of grouping problems [2] . These are commonly concerned with partitioning a given item set into mutually disjoint subsets. Examples belonging to this group include k-way graph partitioning [6] [7] [8], graph coloring, bin packing, and workshop layouting [2] . The other is the group of the structural optimization problems. These are concerned with finding the optimal structures satisfying given constraints. In the problems, there are often several other solutions structurally equivalent to a solution. Example problems include sorting network optimization [9] , neural network optimization [10] , and RNA structure prediction [11] .
Recently, there were discussions about the benefits of redundancy in encoding in evolutionary algorithms [12] [13] [14] . In particular, Shipman, Shackleton, and Ebner [12] [13] showed that some redundant encodings are useful to help mutation-based hill-climbing search by constructing many different neutral paths in the genotype space that enable moves at the same fitness level. However, the tackled problems were of small sizes and only mutation operators were considered. As mentioned in the next section, in the cases that the problems are of large sizes and highly epistatic, redundant encodings may lead to severe losses in the search powers of traditional crossovers (such as 1-point, multi-point, and uniform) and accordingly of genetic algorithms with them as well.
In order to alleviate the problems caused by redundant encodings, a number of approaches were proposed. In some problems, adaptive crossovers were developed that recombine parents in terms of phenotypes [6] [15] [16] . Van Hoyweghen et al. [17] pointed out problems in a certain class of redundant encodings and presented some solutions to them. Normalization transforms the genotype of a parent to another genotype to be consistent with the other parent. There were a few successful studies that used normalization [7] [8] [9] .
Among those approaches, we focus on normalization. We review the normalization methods used in a few problems and state their merits associated with search space reduction. Finally, we support its validity with experimental results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we argue that redundant encodings lead to severe losses of search power in genetic algorithms, in particular, with respect to traditional crossovers. In Section 3, we describe normalization as a method of alleviating the problems by redundant encodings and show that the normalization plays a role of reducing the search space to another space of less size. In Section 4, we review the redundant encodings and normalization methods used in some problems, and examine the effects of normalization on the search spaces by experiments. Finally, we make our conclusions in Section 5.
Drawbacks of Redundant Encoding
In general, respectfulness and combination are considered to be two major features that crossovers have to possess. Respectfulness means the property that the alleles common to the parents are transmitted to offsprings. The concept of respectfulness stands on the basis of the commonality hypothesis: "schemata common to above-average solutions are above average" [18] . Many papers referred to the importance of respectfulness in the crossover design [1] [18] [19] [20] . Combination means the property of producing good schemata of higher orders by recombining good schemata of low orders in parents. The concept of combination is based on the building block hypothesis [21] and has received heavy and repeated emphasis in the literature [1] [19] [22] [23] .
A redundant encoding represents an optimal phenotype by multiple genotypes and thus the genotype space becomes multimodal [21] . The difficulty of multimodal problems with respect to genetic algorithms has been pointed out in the literature [21] [24] [25] . Similarly to the optimal phenotypes, high-quality schemata are redundantly represented by the encoding: a phenotype schema in an above-average phenotype is represented by multiple genotype schemata that are equivalent in terms of phenotype.
1 On the other hand, traditional crossovers such as 1-point crossover and uniform crossover operate on the genotype space regardless of phenotypes. The redundant encoding is harmful to those crossovers in both aspects of respectfulness and combination, as described below.
-Respectfulness: Most traditional crossovers are basically respectful in the genotype space (e.g., 1-point, multi-point, and uniform crossovers). However, they are not respectful in terms of phenotypes. Those crossovers do not preserve "equivalent" genotype schemata of high-quality in parents if they have different representations. The probability that a common phenotype schema in parents is transmitted to the offspring decreases as the schema has more different representations in the genotype space. -Combination: In highly epistatic problems, 2 a low-order schema in a genotype may have a positive or negative effect on the quality of the genotype, depending on the alleles on the other loci of the genotype, i.e., the genotype context [26] . Traditional crossovers recombine schemata in parents regardless of the genotype context. The change in the context may diminish the longevity of high-quality schemata with respect to crossover. For this reason, it is difficult to build desirable schemata of higher orders by juxtaposition. As a phenotype schema has more different genotypes, the probability that the schema emerges decreases.
Thus, in the problems of large sizes and high epistases, it is hard for genetic algorithms with traditional crossovers to cope with the genotype spaces expanded by redundant encodings. Traditional crossovers cannot handle phenotype schemata effectively. Normalization methods transform a given parent to another genotype so that the genotype contexts of the parents are as similar as possible in crossover. As mentioned in the next section, these methods help
φ(y) y Fig. 1 . Genotype-phenotype space relationship traditional crossovers overcome the problems related to respectfulness and combination. They play a role of reducing the search space by considering multiple genotypes corresponding to a phenotype as a conceptual group.
Normalization and Space Reduction
Given the phenotype space S for a problem, a redundant encoding determines the genotype space G and a function φ : G −→ S. For a genotype x ∈ G, consider the subset G x of G as follows:
G x corresponds to the set of genotypes that share the phenotype of x. We call G x the coset (neutral set) of x. The above definition of cosets gives an equivalence relation among the genotypes and G is partitioned by these cosets. We denote the set of cosets byḠ, and thenḠ and S are in one-to-one correspondence ( Figure  1 ). As mentioned before, it is necessary to recombine parents in a phenotype level in order to alleviate the problems of redundant encodings. Then, given parents x, y ∈ G, how do we recombine the corresponding phenotypes, φ(x) and φ(y) ? The essence of normalization is to view the genotypes in a coset as a phenotype. Such a view allows that x is substituted by an element in G x that is the most consistent to y. That is, given φ(x) and φ(y), normalization operators play a role of selecting the most appropriate x ∈ G x and returning it to the crossover operator so that high-quality schemata are well preserved and combined.
More formally, suppose a distance function d : G ×G −→ R and a consistency measure s : G × G −→ R defined on genotype pairs (R denotes the set of real numbers). Given parents x, y ∈ G, the normalization operator transforms x to x ∈ G x so that s(·, y) is maximized. Then the crossover recombine the two genotypes x and y. In other words, the distances between genotypes are redefined by normalization and consequently the landscape of search space alters. SinceḠ and S are in one-to-one correspondence as mentioned, the genotype space is reduced to the phenotype space by normalization from the viewpoint of crossover (Figure 2) .
Fig. 2. Space reduction
Space reduction by normalization modifies the structure of the landscape of search space. Thus, it changes the difficulty of problem with respect to genetic algorithms and so affects the performances of the genetic algorithms. The change in the difficulty has much to do with the consistency measure s, and selecting a suitable measure s is crucial in the normalization operator design. It suggests that normalization is more than simply decreasing the genotype distance (e.g., Hamming distance) between parents.
To get insight into the effect of normalization on search space, we consider fitness distance correlation (FDC) [27] , which is a popular measure for predicting problem difficulty [28] [29] , in the next section. As seen in the section, normalization leads to considerable increases of FDC values.
Normalization gives rise to the moves at the same level of fitness in the genotype space, so called, the neutral walks [30] by replacing parents with the genotypes in their cosets. It is related to the previous studies in the aspect of using the neutral paths created by redundancy [12] [13] . However, normalization attempts to alleviate the negative effects of neutral paths.
Normalization Examples
In this section, we review the normalization methods used in two problems. In addition, we consider the effects of normalization on space reduction and analyze the landscapes of the search spaces before and after normalization. Experimental results with respect to normalization are also provided. The problems that we consider in this section are the graph partitioning problem and the sorting network problem, which belong to the groups of grouping problems and structural optimization problems, respectively.
Graph Partitioning Problem
Given a graph G = (V, E), where V represents the set of vertices and E represents the set of edges, k-way partitioning is grouping the vertex set V into k disjoint subsets. In particular, two-way partition is called bisection or bipartition. In a k-way partition, the total number of edges whose endpoints belong to different subsets is called cut size. A k-way partition is said to be balanced if the difference of cardinalities between the largest and the smallest subsets is at most one. The k-way partitioning problem in this section is to find a balanced k-way partition with minimal cut size.
In the k-way partitioning problem, the k-ary encoding scheme, in which k subsets are represented by the integers from 0 to k − 1, has been generally used [6] [31] . In this case, a phenotype (k-way partition) is represented by k! different genotypes according to the numbering of the subsets.
In the k-way partitioning problem, a normalization method was used in [8] , which is based on the adaptive crossovers proposed in [6] and [15] . The method can be described as follows. First, it selects a partition from each parents so that they contain the most vertices in common, and then it assigns the partitions a common number. It repeats this process with the other partitions and remaining partition numbers. Figure 3 shows an example of normalization. The parent 2 was transformed to be as consistent as possible to the parent 1. Figure 4 shows an example crossover operator with and without normalization. The same parents as in Figure 3 were used. We can see that the offspring was too much perturbed without normalization; good characteristics of the parents were inherited little to the offspring. Tables 1 and 2 show the experimental results of the cases without normalization (Ordinary) and with normalization (Normalization) for the bipartitioning problem and the 32-way partitioning problem, respectively. The experiments were performed for the instances from Johnson's benchmark [7] . In the tables, Ed and ρ indicate the average hamming distance and the fitness distance correlation coefficient (FDC) value [27] , respectively, of 10, 000 local optima. To get the local optima, the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [7] and the heuristic in [31] were used for bipartitioning and 32-way partitioning, respectively. Best, Avg., and CPU represent the best cut size, average cut size, and average running time over 100 runs of a hybrid genetic algorithm.
In both problems, the average distances among local optima considerably decreased by normalization. In the 32-way partitioning problem, the distances before normalization were close to the chromosome lengths, which shows that common schemata are rare in genotypes. The distances were dramatically reduced after normalization. In another experiment, we observed that the average distances among local optima were almost the same as those among random solutions in the case without normalization. However, in the case with normalization, we observed that the average distances among local optima were much less than those among random solutions. 3 This implies that the local optima got closer to one another in the space after normalization.
The considerable increase of FDC values by normalization are observed from the tables. This indicates that the landscapes of the search spaces altered by normalization, so that the difficulty of search with respect to genetic algorithms diminished. As expected, normalization led to considerable improvement in performance. Figure 5 shows the change of landscape of an instance G500.005 in the 32-way partitioning problem. The x-axis represents the distance from the best out of 10, 000 local optima. Before normalization, the solution quality had little to do with the distance from the best local optimum. After normalization, they showed a strong correlation. 
Sorting Network Problem
A sorting network is a hardware sorting logic in which the comparisons and exchanges of data are carried out in a prescribed order. A sorting network is composed of buses and a number of homogeneous comparators, where each comparator c(a,b) performs the elementary operation that compares the a th and b th buses; if the values are in order, ignore them, otherwise exchange them. We call a sorting network for n inputs an n-bus sorting network. The sorting network problem is to find an n-bus sorting network with minimal comparators for a given input size n. In the sorting network problem, a sorting network is generally represented by a sequence of comparators [9] [32] [33] [34] . Choi and Moon [9] defined sorting network isomorphism in terms of construction scheme and showed that the sequence enumeration is a redundant encoding. Contrary to the case of the graph partitioning problem, the number of genotypes for each phenotype may be different from phenotype to phenotype. 
Fig. 6. Two isomorphic networks
In sorting networks, it is known that the comparators in the front part (left side) strongly affect the subsequent comparators [34] [35] . This indicates that the comparators in the front part have stronger effects on the qualities of networks than others. In this context, a normalization method was proposed in [9] that transforms a parent so that the front part is as consistent as possible with the other parent.
For example, consider the parents 1 and 2 in Figure 7 . Although the subnetworks with the first eight comparators in the two networks are totally different, they are isomorphic. Figure 7(c) shows the network after the parent 2 is normalized with respect to the parent 1. The actual crossover is conducted between the parent 1 and the normalized parent 2.
For 16-bus sorting network problem, we performed similar experiments to those in the graph partitioning problem. In this case, the local heuristic and hybrid genetic algorithm in [9] were used. Figure 8 shows the change of the landscapes obtained from 10, 000 local optima generated by the local heuristic. Like in the graph partitioning problem, the FDC value considerably increased by normalization (from 0.079 to 0.847) and significant improvement in performance was observed. (Average running time to find 60-comparator networks known as the best decreased from 1, 316 to 717 minutes.)
Conclusion
We argued that redundant encodings, in which a phenotype is represented by multiple genotypes, lead to severe loss of search power in genetic algorithms, in particular, with respect to traditional crossovers. As a method of alleviating the problem of redundant encodings, normalization considers the genotypes corresponding to a phenotype as a group. We also showed that the normalization alters the search space. We reviewed the redundant encodings and normalization methods used in the graph partitioning problem and sorting network problem. Through some experiments, we examined the change of search space, the change in problem difficulty, and the performance improvement with respect to genetic algorithms. In both problems, the normalization methods decreased the problem difficulties and led to remarkable improvement in performance.
We are currently working on the effective design of normalization methods for other problems such as neural network optimization and magic tortoise optimization.
